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Retransmission Rights:
The Free-to-Air
Broadcasters’
Bridget Godwin reports
AmendmentBill 1998.

on the free-to-air

BACKGROUND
ree to air broadcasters have been
calling for the introduction of a
retransmissionright since the e~rly
1990s. Aroundthis time, it was first
realised that with the imminent
introduction of pay television in
Australia, pay television operators would
be able to use the signals of free to air
broadcastersas part of their subscription
services without permission.

F

Both major political parties have since
recognisedthe inherent unfairnessof this
situation and promisedto amendsection
212 of the Broadcasting Services Act
1992(Cth) to give broadcastersthe right
to control retmnsmission
of their services.
BROADCASTING SERVICES
AMENDMENT BILL 1998
On 10 March 1998, the Federal
Governmentannouncedthat free to air
broadcasters would be provided with
retmasmissionrights whichwouldenable
themto control their ownsignal. Tiffs was
the implementation of a promise made
in the 1993 election campaign.

broadcasters’

Services

to compensate owners of underlying
copyright material in the retrartsmitted
broadcast.

The Committeewas due to report back
to the Senate by 9 September 1998.
However,
at the timeof writing the calling
of the Federalelection has created a more
uncertain environment.The Bill’s future
depends on whether the incoming
governmentchoosesto restore the Bill.
SCHEME

The schemecontains special provisions
for self-help groups who retransmit
services for the purpose of obtaining or
improving reception in a community.
Thesegroups mayretransmit national or
commercialbroadcasting services witl~ut
the permission of the broadcaster. Self
help groups are also exemptfrom making
paymentsto the ownersof copyright in
underlying material.

The retransmissionprovisions of the Bill
require pay television operatorsto obtain
the permission of the ABC,SBSand
commercial broadcasters before being
able to retransmit their signals.
Commercialbroadcasting services may
onlybe retransmittedwithin their licence
areas. Retraasmission outside licence
area requires the permissionof the ABA.

The Bill allows the ABAto specify that
particular areas are "declared remote
areas". Retransmission is permitted
within these areas without the permission
of the broadcaster. However,paymentto
underlying rights holders wouldstill be
required.

The Government
has also announcedtluat
it intendsto establish a statutory licenco
schemerequiring pay television operators

In metropolitan/ regional overlap areas
for commercialtelevision licensees, the
Bill places a mandatoryobligation on pay
television operators to retransmit all

INSIDE THiS ISSI~[
Retransmission

Following this announcement, the
Broadcasting Services Amendment
Bill
1998(’the Bill") waspassed by the House
of Representativesand introducedinto the
Senate on 2 July 1998. The Bill was
referred to the Senate Environment,
Recreation, Communications and the
Arts Legislation
Committee for
consideration, The Committeereceived

views on the Broadcasting

submissionsand held a public hearing in
Canberra on 21 August 1998.
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television
programs of a regional
commercial television licensee if that
operator is also retransmitting the
television programs of a metropolitan
commercial television licensee whose
licence area includes the overlap area.
This requirementoperates if the regional
licensee is related to the metropolitan
licensee and the regional licensee
consents to the retransmission. If no
related regional licensee exists in the
overlap area, the subscription television
licensee must retransmit all consenting
regional licensees in the overlap area.

original broadcaster. This is clearly
contrary to copyright and broadcasting
principles. It enables pay television
operators to appropriate broadcasters’
property with impunity.
Commercialbroadcasters argue that pay
television is a serious competitor to
commercial free to air services. Pay
television operators are permitted to use
the services their competitorsas part of a
competitive package. As is the case with
other owners of proprietary
and
intellectual property fights, free to air
broadcastersarguefltat fl~eir righ~ should
be respected and properly remunerated.

All national and commercialfree to air
television broadcasters strongly support
the proposalto give broadcastersthe fight
to control their signals.

At present, a broadcaster is unable to
control the quality or channel numberof
the retransmitted free to air service. Nor
can a broadcaster insist that teletext and
closed captioning for the hearing
impaired bc included as part of the pay
television package.

The current situation is based on a long
standing and unintended anomaly in
broadcasting and copyright legislation,
whichallows pay television operators to
retraasmit free to air television services
without seeking the consent of the

In someregional areas, pay television has
chosento transmit networkor capital city
services rather than the regional afl-diate
free to air service intended for the area,
placing the affiliate’s
commercial
interests at risk and disturbing the

WHY BROADCASTERS NEED
A RETRANSMISSION RIGHT
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delicate balance betweencapital city and
regional services established over many
years.
Free to air broadcastersare concernedthat
in manycases, pay television operators
routinely remove external free to air
aerials, locking subscribersout of free to
air access if they end their pay television
subscription.
Manynew generation services, such as
digital terrestrial television andassociated
date, multiview and multichannel
services will be delivered free to air.
Removalof aerials, combined with an
inability
to negotiate acceptable
retransmission conditions, threatens the
viabili b’ of these newservices. Theyare
expensive to implement and should not
be able to be misappropriated
and
subverted
by direct
commercial
competitors.
Free to air broadcasters do not want In
prevent the retransmission of their
signals. It is in their interests to ensure
that their services are received by as many
viewers as possible at the best possible
quantity, These cotnmercial and public
intercst considerations will ensure that
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both sides have an interest in reaching
an acceptable agreement.

IMPROVEMENTS
TO THE BILL
Whilesupportingthe overall thrust oftbe
legislation, free to air broadcastershave
suggested a numberof modifications to
the Bill. The majorconcerns raised by
free to air broadcasterswere:
The Bill does not currently contain a
definition
of ....
definition is needed to clarify that
retransmission must be simultaneous,
unaltered and of the whole broadcast
signal. This is necessaryto ensurethat
practices such as cherry picking or
the stripping of aclvertisementsdo not
It is expectedthat in most cases, the
ABAwill determine existing remote
commercialtelevision licence areas
to be declared remote areas.
BetransmisMon
in remote areas raises
a numberof issues. The object of the
remote area provisions is to ensure
that remote area residents receive a
fu!l suite of broadcasting services
using one set of domestic reception
equipmenL

.quality and that signals are not able to be
mtereeptedoutside licance areas. SBShas
also raised a concern that self help
providers in remote areas may be
disadvantaged, as they are not exempt
from payments to underlying copyright
owners in the same way as self help
providersin other areas. At the veryleast,
.SBSwas of the view that retransmission
in remote areas for commercialpurposes
should require the consent of the
broadcaster.
Concernshave also been raised that
retransmission
of commercial
television services outside licence
area is permitted with the consent of
the ABA. Commercial television
interests argue that these decisions
should also require the consent of the
broadcaster and that the ABAshould
be required to take the objects of the
Broadcasting Services Act and in
particular itsplanning provisions into
account.
This would prevent
authorisations
to retransmit
beconsing
de-facto
planning
decisions.

broadcasters. Theyclaim that free to air
broadcasters will prevent them from
retransmitting, that subscriber rotes will
increase,
that consumers will be
inconvenienced, forced to buy external
antennas and unable to switch between
free to air and pay services. They also
argue that the provisionswill restrict the
development of the pay television
industry and that it is therefore anticompetitive.
Free to air broadcasters reject these
arguments. To refuse retransmission
.wouldbe quite contrary to the commercial
interests of broadcasters, whoare trying
to reach the maximum
numberof viewers
at the best possible quality. Subscriber
rates are clearly entirely at the discretion
oftbe pay television operators themselves,
not determined
by free-to-air
broadcasters.

At present, the inability of broadcasters
to control their signals gives pay
television
an unfair competitive
advantage because of pay television’s
unfettered ability to trade on the properly
of others. Commercial and national
Broadcasters have commented on
broadcasters have invested millions of
commencement and enforcement
dollars in their services,
in an
provisions of the Bill. The government environment which places far more
has expressed an intention that the
regulatory requirements on themthan is
Bill will not be proclaimeduntil the
the case for pay television. Unlike pay
enactment of companion copyright
television operators they have invested
In most remoteareas, free to air and pay
legislation establishing a payment
heavily in the Australian production
television services are delivered by
scheme for underlying copyright
industry. Commercialbroadcasters pay
satellite, usually on competingsystems.
holders. As copyright legislation is
huge licence fees to governmentwhich
This requires the consumerto purchase
unlikely to be a speedy process, this
pay televisions are not required to pay.
two different types of domesticreception
could leave broadcasters waiting a
equipment. However, the Federation of
number of years for their
To argue that giving broadcasters a
CommercialTelevision Stations (FACTS)
retransmission
rights to come into
retransmission fight, a simple mechanism
argues that the government’s proposed
force. Broadcastersbelieve that this
to protect the value of the creativity and
scheme may have the unintended
wouldbe unfair, and have pressed for
investment which goes into producing a
consequenceof diminishing competition
the commencement
of the Bill within
distinctive broadcastingservice, is unfair
betweensatellite service providers. Each
three monthsof enactment.
to pay television is to ignore the reality
satellite wouldbe able to transmit any
of
an environment which already gives
signal they wish without consent,
Arelated concernis that the Bill contains
significant concessionsto pay television
removing the incentive for satellite
no provisions enabling broadcasters to
operators. It is also to ignore a principle
providers to compete to provide
take action in relation to breachesof the
so basic we teach it to our children - the
comprehensivepackages of services. The
retransmission regime. There appears to
property
of one person should not be
schememayalso result in retransmission
be no sanction or remedy against pay
taken by another without the owner’s
of signals outside service areas, given the
television operators retransmitting in
permission.
natureof satellite distribution of signals.
breach of the legislation. This omission
clearly needs to be rectified. Rights are
The ABCand FACTS
are of the view that
of little value if they cannotbe enforced.
Bridget Goahvin is Corporate Counsel
the consent regime established for nonwith SBS. The use of submissions
remote areas should apply equally to
prepared by FACTS and the ABC in
remotearea broadcasters. In the absence
PAY TELEVISION CLAIMS
relation to the Bill is gratefully
of a consent regime, they have proposed
dacknowledge
that remote area retransmissions require
Pay television operators have vigorously
special provisions to ensure that
opposed .the introduction
of a
retransmission occurs at an appropriate
retransmission right for free to air
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COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA LAW ASSOCIATION
INCORPORATED (CAMLA)
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The Communicationsand MediaLawAssociation is holding an essay competition in 1998.
The purpose of the competition is ¯

to encourage high quality workin communicationsand media law courses; and

¯

to improvelinks betweenthose studying and practising in the area.

The prize will be given for a previously unpublishedessay whichis the original workof the author;
an essay completedby a student enrolled in an undergraduateor postgraduate course, possibly as
part of that course;
¯

an essay on a subject relating to communicationsor medialaw;
an essay of 1000-3000words. The 3000wordlimit (inclusive of all footnotes, annexures,
attachmentsand bibliographies etc.) is not to be exceeded.

A prize of $1000 and a one year membershipof CAMLA
will be awarded to.the winner. The winning
essay, edited in consultation with the author, will be published in the Communications
LawBulletin.
The winningentry, to be selected by a panel of experiencedcommunicationsand medialaw practitioners,
is likely to demonstrateoriginal research, analysis or ideas. Thepanel will not necessarily be seeking
detailed worksof scholarship.
The award will be madeat the annual CAMLA
Christmas function.
Please send three copies of the entry typed well-spaced on A4paper. Only one essay per student maybe
submitted. Entries will only be accepted by mail and must be received by 30 October1998. The name,
address, telephone/faxcontacts and the tertiary institution and course in whichthe author is enrolled
should be included on a separate, detachable sheet. Theauthor’s nameshould not appear on the pages of
the essay.
Entries should be submitted to:
The Administrative Secretary
Communicationsand Media Law Association
PO Box 545
GLEBE NSW2037
Australia

Entriesmustbe receivedby Friday30 October1998.
Late entries

will not be accepted.

ASTRA’s Views on Retransmission
~’his is an edited excerpt from the recent submission of ASTRA to the Senate Environment,
Recreation,
Communications and the Arts Legislation
Committee by Tom Mockridge, former
Chairman of ASTRA and CEO of Foxtel.

T

he Australian Subscription
Television and Radio Association
(ASTRA)is the peak industry
body for subscription television and
narrowcast radio. ASTRA
was formed in
September
1997 when industry
associations representing subscription
(multichannel) TVand radio platforms,
narruwcasters and program providers
cametogether to underpin and propel the
new era in competition and consumer
choice that these new services have
brought to broadcasting, communications
and entertainment in this country.

networks control the gatewayto digital
terrestrial broadcasting.
Howeverin three years, subscription
television has madea substantial impact
on the way we experience entertainment
and informationin the homein Australia.
ASTRA members have made an
enormous investment in relation to
lieenee fees and capital costs to establish
subscription television, on-line and
telephony businesses in metropolitan,
regional and remote markets and
subscription television has created an
enormous number of jobs, investment,
infrastructure and content.

Subscription broadcasting and open and
subscription narrowcasting services were
new categories of broadcasting services
introduced by the BroadcastingServices
Act 1992 (Cth) ("BSA"). These
services added to the mix of existing
categories of service, being the national
broadcasting services; commercial
broadcasting services (commercial TV
and ~adio); and communitybroadcasting
services. Subscription (multichannel)
television, the most prominent of the
subscription services, was first launched
(satellite/MDS) in January 1995 with
cable services launchedin Septemberand
October 1995.

Our membership includes the major
subscription television operators as well
as morethan twenty stand-alone channels
that provide programming to these
platforms.
Other members include
narrowcasttelevision and radio operators
such as racing TV and radio and
information radio, and comlnunications
companies such as AAPT, Optus
Communicationsand Telstra.
Clearly we remain a long way short of
the penetration rate in the world’s most
mature pay TV market in the USwhere
up to 70 per cent of homesare connected
to cable or satellite pay TV, but it is
impressive nonetheless in spite of the
risks and costs involved with a rapidly
changing regulatory environment which
continues to put restrictions in the way
of the pay TVindustry.

By the end of 1995 there were 85,000
homeswith 300,000 potential viewers by
the end of 1996 - 400,000 homes with
approximately one and half million
people. By the start of this year about
750,000 homeswere subscribing to pay
TV-about two and half million potential
viewers - a penetration rate of about 13
percent of Australian homes.
This follows a 30 year moratoriumbefore
pay TVwas allowed to compete with the
commercial
free-to-air terrestrial services.
Once allowed in the original operators
wererequired to use digital satellite and
restricted to only eight channels. There
was an immediate requirement for new
Australian
drama expenditure.
Advertising was banneduntil 1 July 1997
and there is still a limit onthat advertising
revenue. One of the major subscriber
drivers, sport, was nobbledby the antisiphoninglist. Nowas well as a protected
market (with the decision having been
made of no fourth commercial network
until the year 2006), the commercial

THE RETRANSMISSION

BILL

These provisions are intended to amend
the retransmission provisions of the BSA
to specifically address the relransmission
of commercial and national television
broadcasts by subscription television
operators.
Retransmissionof free-to-air signals by
subscription television operators is
permitted under the current law. For
example FOXTELand Optus Vision
retransmit (via cable) the national (ABC
and SBS) and commercial television
services simultaneously and unaltered
under the current provisions of section
212 of the BSArelating to television
broadcasting services within licence

areas. Thesechannels arc free additions
to the suite of subscription channelsand
providedas a service to subscribers.
Thevalidity of the current law wastested
in the courts whencommercialtelevision
challenged the cable operators’ right to
retransmit under section 212. The 1996
decision of the Full Courtof the Federal
Court in Amalgamated Television
Services Pty Ltd and others v Foxtel
Digital Cable Television Pry Ltd and
another confirmedthat simultaneous and
unaltered cable retransmission
of
terrestrial television services is permitted
within licence/coverage areas under the
BSAand the Copyright Act.
The proposed legislation before the
Senate makes’illegal’ what subscription
television operators have been doing
legally for the past three years as
confirmed by the courts. Changing
legislation nowunfairly disadvantages
existing customers.
There are about 500,000 cable
subscription television subscribers. The
retransmission of free-to-air services
arises at no cost to either broadcastersor
underlyingrights holders; retransmission
increases the reach of broadcasters and
therefore potential advertising revenue;
and more importantly greatly benefits
consumers not only in the convenience
with which they can switch from
subscription channels to free-to-air and
vice versa but also in the improvedsignal
qualityof free-to-air receptionandthe fact
they can removeunsightly aerials if they
so choose.
In retransmittingfree-to-air signals, cable
operators have already addressed the
initial concernsof free-to-air operatorsby
providing each in its usual channel
position. The ABCis carried on channel
2, the Seven network occupies channel
7, the Nine networkoccupies channel 9,
the Ten networkis on channel 10 and SBS
on channel 28.
In lobbying for these changes to the
current relransmission rules, COmmercial
television broadcasters have argued that
they have a property right in their
broadcast signal which they should have
control over with respect to retranmission
except in ’genuineself-help’ cases.
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no indication of howthe regime will be
administered and by whom.

ASTRAmaintains that commercial
television broadcasters only have a
limited right to broadcast by virtue of
licences which have been granted under
the BSA.

The proposed retransmission regime
includes both a consent provision which
requires subscription television operators
to negotiate and reach agreementwith all
free-to-air broadcasters ff they want to
retransmit the signal and a limited must
A subscription television operator, by
cany provision in overlap areas (where
retransraitting this signal, does not
metropolitan and regional licence areas
decrease the value of this right. Because overlap, for example the Gold Coast)
the value of the signal is dependenton
which imposes a mandatory obligation
thenumber
ofpaople
whocanreceive
the upon pay TVopemtorato retransmit the
signal,and becausesubscription regional commercialtelevision signal if
television
canonlyincrease
thenumber it is retransmitting a metropolitan
ofpeople
whoreecive
a signal
within
the commercial television signal. However
liccncc
area,it is morelogical
that this can only be done with the consent of
rcmmsmission
increases
thevahicof the the regional commercial television
original
broadcast
rather
thandccroases licensee.
thevalue.
SPECIFIC
CONCERNS
In addition commercial television
broadcasters arc compensated through
Under section
205N and 205V of
proposed Part 14B of the BSA, a
advertising, not by the recipient of the
broadcast.
If consumers paid for
subscription television broadcasting
licensee is required to reach agreement
television signal reception directly, then
with a commercial, community or
the argument by commercial television
national broadcasting licensee. This
that they arc unfairly ’uncompensated’
requirement rakes effect as soon as the
might have some validity.
Cable
amendingACtis proclaimedand does not
rctransmission improves the signal
quality
ofreception
andinturnincreasesprovide for a transitional period.
tbevahic
ofplaned
advertisements.
Tberc
is no nccdfor pay TV operators
to
Pay TV operators currently providing
compensatecommercialtelevision retransmitted signals to consumerswill
licensees
as theya~already
compensatedhaveto cease retransmissionuponthe Bill
cominginto force iftbey have not entered
byadvertisers.
into agreements with the free-to-air.
The retransmission regime of the United
broadcastersat the time.
Kingdomas it relates to copyright,
reflects the no pay position advocatedby
As long as parties are negotiating in good
Australian cable operators. That is, the
faith then those negotiations should be
copyright in a broadcast or any work
able to continue under a transitional
regime wilh no adverse affect to
included in the broadcast is not infringed
consumers.
ASTRAconsiders
an
by a cable retmnsmissionthat takes place
appropriate transitional period to be 12
in the licence area of the original
months.
bmadeast.
This Bill contemplates complementary
amendmentsto the Copyright Act. The
fact that such proposed amendments
have
not beenreleased with this Bill raises its
own problems in terms of how the two
Acts will operate together. Onceagain we
arc IcR with an uncertain and incomplete
regulatory framework.(’fhis was the ease
with the digilal television conversion
legislation which provided a general
regulatory frameworkwith muchof the
essential detail to bc determined in
subordinatelegislation).
It is assumed that changes to the
CopyrightActwill see a newbroad-based
technohigy-neutral communicationright
to the public and pay TVoperators will
be required to pay a licence fee to
underlying rights holders although
whetherthis will be a statutory licence
or subject to negotiation is unclear.
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The second reading speech implies that
there will be a start/tory licence with
respect to underlying rights holders but
does not expressly say so. A possible
situation is that subscription television
operators wouldbe required to pay:
a statutory licence fee to the
underlying rights holders* under the
Copyright Act;
a liccnce fee to the free-to-air
operators under the Copyright Act;
and
a fee agreed to betweenparties under
the BSA.
(*NB.free-to-air broadcasters will hold
underlying rights in someof the material
retransmitted, as such, under these
proposals, they will receive payment
twice for the samematerial.)
The proposals assume that, in agreeing
to allow a pay TVoperator to rctransmit
its broadcast, the free-to-air networkis
granting a pay TVoperator a copyright
licence to transmit its service, however
the amendments
only explicilly deal with
being exempt from the regime prescribed
by the BSAand does not refer to any
possible copyright breaches.

AMBIGUITY RE IMPACT OF
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS
TO THE COPYRIGHT ACT
It is unclear how the proposed
amendmentsto the BSAwill operate in
relation to the yet to be seen amendments
to the Copyright Act. While there are
assumptions frora the second reading
speech to this Bill on what the proposed
copyright amendmentswill cover (a new
broadly-based technology-neutral
communicationright and requirement to
compensateunderlying rights holders),
there is no indication of whether, in
addition to the compensation to
underlying rights holders, pay TV
operators will also be required to pay the
free-to-air operators any additional fees
other than those agreed upon under the
retransmission provisions. There is also

Subscription television operators could
find themselves having to seek consent
from the underlying rights holders, frmn
two broadcasters (metropolitan and
regional) under both the BSAand the
Copyright Act and seeking permission
from the Australian
Broadcasting
Authority
("ABA") in terms
retransmissions in declared remoteareas
or for providing particular programming
in regional areas which is substantially
the same as programming
on a
metropolitan commercial television
station during particular times of the day.
MUST CARRY PROVISIONS:
NO CONSIDERATION OF
CAPACITY TO CARRY
At present it is only viable for pay TV
operators to retransmit on cable.
However, the must carry element with
respect to overlap areas will be a problem
in terms of limited technical capacity.
Section 205Wof the proposedlegislation
does not take into account any
considerations of the technical capacity
and capacity limitations of the different
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delivery modesof subscription television
whethercable, Satellite or MDS
(wireless
cable).
Subscription television systems do not
have unlimited channel capacity. There
are restraints in terms of technical
capacity and the channel nce~s oftbe pay
TVbroadcasters take priority. There are
limited MDSchannels available (11
through to a maximumof 19 channels);
satellite capacity is driven by cost per
transponder and is based on a national
beam, hence the cost becomesprohibitive
in attemptingto ’regianalise’ the signal;
and cable capacity is limited by cost
effectiveness.

MUST CARRY AND
STILL MUST PAY
Section 205Xof the proposed legislation
provides that pay TV operators must
complywith the must carry provisions on
such terms and conditions as are agreed
betweenthe related or unrelated regional
commercial television broadcaster (or
failing agreement, as arbitrated). This
leaves the pay TVoperator in a situation
where it will presumably have to pay to
retransmit a broadcast which it is
compelled to carry. No other country in
the world has such a draconian impost.
For example under the US regime, cable
operators do not have to pay the
retransmitted free-to-air licensees who
elect must carry rather than the consent
regime.
ASTRA
welcomesthe recognition of the
difficulties this maypose for pay TV
operators with provision of an arbitration
mechanism, albeit restricted to this
particular circumstance.
NO ARBITRATION
MECHAHISM
ASTRAhas long maintained that any
consent regime should include provision
for arbitration for circumstanceswhere a
free-to-air broadcaster and a pay TV
operator have failed to reach a
retmnsmission consent agreement.
With no arbitration
mechanism ASTRA
views this proposed legislation
as

providing commercialbroadcasters with
unprecedented control over signal
transmission. While the Government
seems to acknowledge some level of
comfortfromthe free-to-air opomtorsthat
they will not cextract exorbitant feesi,
ASTRA
has no such comfort especially
giventheir pt~,ious position on this issue
and no legal requirement to ensure fair
and reasonable negotiation.
As proposed, there are no procedural
requirements in negotiating agreements,
no time limitations and no dispute
resolution procedures. ASTRAseeks
provisionwithin the legislation to require
the free-to-air operators "to makeaccess
to their broadcasts available on
reasonable terms and within reasonable
time of a request being made".
ASTRAimpresses upon the Senate the
importance of including a mediation or
arbitration mechanism
in the legislation,
otherwiseall negotiatingleveragewill lie
in the handsof the commercialtelevision
broadcasters.
ASTRAbelieves the
Copyright Tribunal is the most
appropriate
arbitrator
in these
circumstances and such arbitration
should recognise the inequality of the
bargainingpositions of the parties.
COMPLIANCE WITH THE BSA
BUT POTENTIAL BREACHES
OF COPYRIGHT
Further to the must carry element of the
Bill, ASTRA
maintains there should also
be corresponding provisions in the
amendedCopyright Act in which pay TV
operators obtain a statutory licence to
retransmit the copyright material of
underlying rights holders. If there is no
such provision, an anomaloussituation
is created under whichpay TVoperators
are compelled to carry the broadcast
under tbeBSA(despite scarcebroadband
or spectrum capacity) and must pay a fee
under the CopyrightAct or risk an action
for infringement.
Anotherfailure to cress reference with
the proposed amendments to the
Copyright Act is the fact that the only
instance where the Governmentsees a
public interest in retransmission is in
declared remoteareas. The Bill does not
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address the copyright implications of pay
TVoperators retransmitting a free-to-air
signal in a remote area. In such
circumstances pay TVoperators mayfred
themselvescomplyingwith the regulatory
regime of the BSAbut be in breach of
the copyright of the underlying rights
holders under the Copyright Act.
IMPACT OF
DIGITAL TELEVISION
It seems incongruousto introduce a new
retransmission regime specific to
analogue transmission when Parliament
has just passed the digital television
conversionlegislation to provide for the
introduction of digital terrestrial
television by 2001. Especially whenthat
samedigital legislation already provides
for a review of the retransmission rules
to consider what amendmentswould be
neededto take account of retransmission
of digital signals (inchiding capacity to
retransmit HDTV,enhanced programming
and possible multichannels).
This Bill is silent as to the implications
of digital television. The digital regime
will see commercial (metropolitan and
regional) and national television
broadcasters required to transmit their
services in digital format and during the
simulcast period, these services will be
transmitted in both analogue and digital
format.
This situation is only nowbeing tackled
by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) in the US, which
believes that the mostdifficult carriage
issues arise during the transition period
whenthe digital and analoguesignals are
operating simultaneously. (see attached
press clipping at AppendixC).
Given the unknowns, why rush to
introduce a regime which has such a
limited life?
TomMockridge is the Chief Executive
Officer of FOXTELand was Chairman
of ASTRAat the date of thls submission.
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Datacasting

Defined,

or

m
"Data is data is bits is bits is bits
~Holly Raiohe analyses the new digital

conversion legislation

"r~ataoasting is a new term in the
| ~lexicon of broadcasting. For the
-,t.~ Current free to air television
broadcasters, datacasting could be an
additional Wvenueraising service they
deliver when broadcasting in digital
mode, For pay television licensees and
provider~of on-line set.ices, it represents
potential competition to services they
provide or plan to provide. For
Parliamentarians debating the term, it
representeda source of both technologioal
and semantic confusion.

licences (used for analog or digital
9broadcasting);
¯ a further
moratorium on the
allocation of any new commercial
television licences until after 31
~°
December2006;
¯ two series of Ministerial reviews, one
to be completed by 1 January 2000
and one to be completed before 31
December 2005."
Datacasting comesinto this legislative
frameworkin two ways.

- capacity whichmustnot be allocated to
the existing broadcasters." Amendments
to the Radiocommunications
Act
therefore also authorise the ACA
to issue
transmitter licences for the transmission
of datacasting
services to non.8
broadcasters.

Datacasting services are provided for in
the recent legislative package2 covering
the migrationof terrestrial television from
analog to digital transmission. The main
provisions of the legislative package
include, relevantly:
¯ plans developed by the ABAfor the
conversion from analog to digital
transmission for existing commercial
and national broadcasters,
in
accordance with listed policy
~
objectives;

The transmitter licences which the ACA
mustissue to the free to air broadcasters
for digital transmission must authorise
the transmission of dataoasring as well
as broadcastingservices. ~: This provision
is legislative recogrfition that, evenwhen
broadcasting a high definition television
program, there mayhe spare capacity in
the digital ’channel’ for the transmission
of other matter - datacasting. Indeed,
when broadcasting a standard digital
television signal, there will be enough
spare capacity for additional full program
streams)~ While broadcasters will not be
permitted to provide additional
programming streams during the
simulcast period, the legislation will
permit broadcaster use of spare capacity
for datacasting,
or presumably the
sublease of spare capacity to others for
datacasting purposes. ~’

Tile components of the datacasting
definition are that:
it is a service - other than a
broadcasting service;

The legislation
also provides for
datacasting by organisations other than
free to air broadcastersusing broadcasting
service bands capacity not part of the
digital ’channels’ allocated to the current
broadcasters.
This was the policy
response to very strong protests madeby
ASTRA
and other information providers
including Fairfax, Newsand the Internet
Indust~ Association that the broadcasters
were being given free transmission
capacity - capacity which anyone else
would have to purchase
in the
5marketplace)

Tile definition of ’broadcasting service’
is:
a service that delivers television
programs or radio programs to
person having equipment appropriate
for receiving that semice, whetherthe
delivery uses the radio frequency
spectrum, cable, optical fibre,
satellite or any other means or a
combination of those means.
It then excludes from the definition
services whichare:
a service (includinga teletext service)
that provides no more than data, or
no more than text (with or without
associated still images)i or

implementationplans for individual
broadcasters which are either drawn
up by commereial broadcasters for
approval by the ABAor by national
broadcasters for approval by the
~
Minister;
~
a simulcast period of eight yearn
during which:
¯ the ACA will allocate
an
additional 7 Megahertzchannel,
free of charge, to the free to air
television
broadcasters to
provide digital terrestrial
television se~wices;*
¯ the free to air broadcasters must
not broadcast programsin digital
modeunless the programis also
7broadcast in analog mode;
¯ the free to airbroadcasters, when
broadcasting in digital mode,
must meet specified goals or
largets on the extent to which
programs are transmitted in
accordance with high definition
standards which will be set by
regulation;*
¯

at the end of the simulcast period,
the return by free to air broadcasters
of one of their two7 Mhztransmitter
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Evidence given to the Senate Committee
suggested there is somecapacity in tile
broadcasting services bands which might
be available for allocation? 6 Therefore,
one of the tasks of the ABAin its
planning is to identify such capacity
which migbt be allocated for dataoasting

All of which begs the critical question:
what is datacasting?
DEFINITION
OF
DATACASTING

it delivers information (whether in
the formof data, text, speech,images
or in any other form) to a person
having equipment appropriate for
receiving that information;
delivery of the service uses the
broadcastingservices bands, t~
In ether words,services wMch
are defined
as not broadcasting services are, by
definition, potentially datacasting
services - as long as they are delivered
using the broadcasting services bands.
DEFINITION
OF
BROADCASTING

¯

a service that makes programs
available on demandon a point-topoint basis, including a dial up
service; or
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a service or class of services that the
Minister determines, by notice in the
Gazette, not to fall within this
definition,zo
And’program" is defined to be either
’matter the primary purpose nf which is
to entertain, to educate or to inform an
audience’ or advertising or sponsorship
2~
matter.
PROBLEMS WITH
DEFINITIONS

THE

The definitions of broadcasting services
and datacasting services do not sit well
together.
The exceptions to the definition of
broadcasting service wouldconfine nonbroadcast services (therefore, potentially
datacast services) to those whichprovide
no more than data or no more than text
(with or without still images). Yet the
datacasting definition assumes such
services can be in the formof data, text,
speech, images or in any other form.
Those words suggest a far broader
concept of datacasting
than the
’exception" to the definition
of
broadcasting service permits.
Further, the other stated type of nonbroadcast service is a service that makes
programs available on demand on a
point-to-point basis, including a dial up
service. Yet datacast services are defined
as services delivered by broadcasting
service bands - not generally considered
as delivering point-to-point services.
PARLIAMENTARIAN
CONFUSION
The Parliamentary debates and Senate
Committee hearings showcase the
confusion all participants displayed on
the exact boundariesof what is or is not
a datacast service.
One Member of Parliament thought
datacasting charges would apply to
’advancedinformation services linked to
programming’.22 Another thought he was
definingdatacastingin calling it a service
by whichone can watchfootball, but ’use
the computer icon control’ to ’come up
with the player’s homepage" and then
~
’buy boots from Roeca’.
One Senate Committee Membersaid a
datacasting service ’helps deliver such
things as home banking, homeshopping
and a wholerange of computingactivities
- services that are normallydelivered on
’24
a computer through the Internet....
Another CommitteeMembersaid that the
broadcasters’ view of datacasting is that
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’they would be moving into some form
of broadcasting. ’~

Ministerial reviews to be held before 1
January 2000 will examine whether any
amendments
to Commonwealth
legislation should be made’to deal with
the scope of the services that are
~
categorised us datacasting services’.
The structure of this legislation allows
time for both mechanisms to be fully
canvassed.
Senate opposition members,in debates on
the legislation, voiced their concernat the
very short time in which legislation of
such importance was being debated. As
a result of Senate amendments,therefore,
the only provisions of the Act that can
proceed are those relating to the
development
of conversion
and
implementationplans. Other parts of the
Act await the outcomeof the Ministerial
Reviewsto be conductedby the year 2000
and approval
of both Houses of
Parliament. 3o

Evidence before the Committeesuggested
a wider definition. The CommitteeReport
noted particularly submissions from the
Internet Industry Association and John
Faiffax Holdings Limited which defined
datacasting as anything that can carrendy
be done on the Internet, And those
services go way beyondtext and data, to
26
include high quality video and audio.
As ABAGeneral Manager Giles Tanner
told the Senate Committee,datacasting
’is really any data - we are only talking
about noughts and ones - other than data
that can be reassembledas a broadcasting
~
service’.
As the Senate Committee Report
acknowledged, in the face of such
confusion, there are mechanismswithin
the legislation to clarify whatdatacasting
does or does not mean.
Und.er the BSAdefinition of broadcasting
serwces, the Minister has the power to
further define a service or services which
fall outside of the definition
of
broadcasting services - and therefore
inside the definition of what are possible
datacasting services.2* Further, one of the

THE
EE/

For example, Part 4 of the Act provides
for regulations which set ’goals and
targets’ for HDTVbroadcasting, set
captioning standards, determinetechnical
standards relating to transmission in
digital mode, and set datacasting
standards. However, that Part has no
effect until a day fixed by Proclamation,
xvhich cannot be made except by a
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resolution of both Houses of Parliament
and not before a copy of a report on the
relevant review has been laid before each
~
Hoase of Parliament.
Further,
while amendments to the
Radiocommunications Act require the
ACA to issue transmitter
licences to
commercial and national
television
broadcasters for both broadcasting and
datacasting purposes, those amendments
have no effect until a date fixed by
Proclamation,
which again cannot be
made except by a resolution
of both
Houses of Parliament and not before a
copy of a report on the relevant review
has been laid before each House of
~a
Parliament.
Similarly,
lhe ACAcannot allocate
transmitter
liccnces authorising the
transmission of datacasting services to
non-broadcasters until a Proclamation
has been made at~er a resolution of beth
Houses and after the tabling in both
~
Houses of the result of the review reporL
THE

DATACASTI
CHARGE

NG

One final issue on datacasting:
the
imposition of a datacasting charge.
Again, protests were made that the free
to airs wouldbe given capacity to transmit
not only a digital television program
being broadcast in analog mode, but also
to use any spare capacity
to gain
additional revenue through the provision
of subscription services, the provision of
information
services
from which
additional advertising revenue could be
earned, or to sublease the capacity to
another for profit.
The policy response was twofold. There
is a blanket prohibition on the free to air
broadcasters providing any other category
of broadcasting
service with their
transmission capacity) 4 There will also
be a "Datacasting Charge’ if the ’digital’
tmnsmirter licence is used to provide
~
datacasting serviees)
At present, there is no guidance as to the
basis on which a datacharge will be
levied. Will, for example, the charge
relate to the actual capacity used for
transmission of datacast services, or will
it relate to the ~venue gained from the
provision of capacity or services?
The Digital Act does allow the ACAto
determine principles
upon which the
datacast charge will be levied. ~ However,
whenthoseprinciples
arcset,and how,
has notyet beendetermined.
CIoarly
those
principles
mustspell
outthe
basisfor a charge.They shouldalso
consider whether exemptions from the
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charge should be made for the provision
of some services. For example, if the
~ational broadcasters provide datacast
services whichare witlfin their respective
Charters and from which they derive no
revenue, there is an argument that they
are doing no more fl~an providing services
to the public for which they are funded
and should be exempt from paying a
charge. Further, all broadcasters will be
subject to requirements
to provide
captioning for the hearing impaired.
While captioning would fit within the
definition of datacasting, there must be
an argument that broadcasters should be
exempt fi’om paying a charge for a service
which they are required to provide under
legislation and from which they derive
no revenue.
Industryand the Governmenthave at
leasta yoar to completethe year2000
reviews, not only on the issues
surroanding
datacasting,
butonthelarger
issues it raiseson the convergence
between
serviees
we usedto thinkof as
breadcasting or telecommunications. The
short answer to the reviews may have
been provided in reply to a challenge
about confusing
broadcasting
and
telecommunications issues: ’data is data
)7
is bits is bit is bits’.
Holly Raiche is a law lecturer at the
University of Ne~v South Wales
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Update on Internet
Michael Mueller and Claudine Tinellis
he ability to maketelephone calls
over the Internet is a phenomenon
hich has sparked worldwide
interest and spawned huge industry
growth in the last two years. Internet
telephony is forecast to capture a
significant portion of the long-distance
and international call marketby the turn
of the century.

Zw

Continual improvements in technology
are expected to overcomethe technical
shortcomings which are still inhibiting
the widespread adoption of the
technology,
These improvements.
coupled with significantly cheaper rates,
maywell see more people turn awayfrom
standard telephony, thereby reducing
traditional revenue.
This paper examines the nature of
Internet telephony, the base technology,
its growth, regulation
and the
implications for thc long-distance call
market. Products currently available in
Australia will also be discussed.
WHAT IS INTERNET
TELEPHONY?
Internet telephonyrefers to the use of the
Internet to make telephone calls.
Although limited at one time In PC-toPC communication,it now refers to the
following five applications:
(i) voice mail or email with sound
a non real-time
audio
communication where one person
sends a message to another
person;
(it)

fax - a near real-time
communication between two
users which stores and forwards
data;

Telephony

look at the current state of Internet

Voice telephony over the Internet, in
particular,
has developed in three
directions:
(i) PC-to-PC (communicating online
through your PC);
(it) PC-to-phone
(making and
receiving calls while cmmected
to
the Internat); and
(iii)

IP

phone-to-phone(a call is made
and received using the normal
telephone handset).

TELEPHONY GATEWAYS

lnternet telephony gatewayshave enabled
Internet telephony to extend beyondPCto-PC communications. Gatewaysoperate
to bridge different networks. So, in the
case of the lnternet, gatewaysbridge the
Public Switched Telephone Network
("PSTN")and the lnternet to facilitate
communication between them. More
particularly, gateways facilitate voice
conversations
between users with
telephones without needing computer or
lnternet access.
Calls made using gateways are carried
over the local PSTNnetwork to the
nearest gateway server location. The
gateway then extends the call to the
destination local PSTN(the function
normally
performed
by
telecommunications
companies
("telcos").
The gateways operate
digitise and compresstile voice or fax
signal for transmission over the Local
Area Net~vork("LAN")and then over the
Internet to the destination gateway.

(iii) voice telephouy- real-time audio
communicationbetwecn at least
two users;

Consequently, gateways have enabled
communications involving voice mail,
fax and voice telephonyto be carried over
the Internet
despite
that the
communicationsmay originate from and
terminate to different devices including
telephones, fax machinesor PC’s.

(iv) desktopvideo conferencing- realtime audio
and visual
communicationbetween at least
two users; and

CIRCUIT SWITCHED VS
PACKET SWITCHED

(v)

application
and document
sharing - sharing of software
applications and/or documents,in
real-time, between at least two

C0mmunl¢aUonsLaw Bulletin,
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Interact telephony differs from tile
traditional methodof voice telephony in
that it is a "packet switched"networkas
opposedto a "circuit switched" network.
This means that traditional
voice

telephony |a Australia

telephony via the PSTNtransmits data
through a circuit from the user’s handset
to the felon’s s’attch whichis then, in turn
transmitted to the receiver’s handset
Internet telephony, on the other hand,
divides the data into short packets which
each contain the destination address of
the data. Each packet is transmitted
through intermediate nodes (routera
which direct the packets towards their
destination) wherethey are briefly stored
before being transmitted to another node.
Thestructure of the packets is defined by
the lnternat Protocol CII’"), and the
rooting and transmission of the packets
is controlled by the TransmissionControl
Protocol CTCP").
Depending upon the traffic over the
Internet at any one time, each packet may
followa different route to the destination
address in order the achieve the most
efficient transmission. The packets are
reassembled into the original message
once they haveall reachedthe destination
address.
RELIABILITY

AND QUALITY

In circumstanceswheretraffic conditions
on the lnteroet are congested,touters can
drop packets resulting in delayed
reception of the data. Packet loss is an
ongoingproblemwith lnternet lelephony
as Internet usage increases. Packet loss
results in clipped speech.Aslarge packets
of data are used, the loss of even one
packethas an impacton the intelligibility
of the transmission.
Clearly, for lnternet telephony to be
effective,
it must be subject to
imperceptible levels of delay and quality
reduction, with beth parties able to speak
and be heard simultaneously. The real
problemhere is that IP was designed for
data files and can tolerate delays, lost
packets and rot ransmissions. Hencewhile
Internet telephony uses an IP-based
nel~vork,its quality will remainrelatively
poor.
However,improvementsin the quality of
Internet telephony are continually
emerging. The enormous difference
betweenbandwidthpricing for voice visa-vis data is too large an arbitrage
opportunity for technological problems
not to be overcome.The most significant
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improvement came about through the
introduction of gateways. In addition to
providing the cOnvenienceof being able
to use the telephone handset to makethe
call over the Internet (ie ease of
Connectivity), gatewaysalso improvethe
quality of the transmission by providing
silence
and background
noise
suppression, echo cancellation and
forward error cOrrections.
Improvement in voice quality through
codec technology, better compression
techniques and PC sound cards enabling
two-waysimultaneous calls are factors
progressively makingInteroet telephony
a competitive alternative to the PSTN.At
best, at the moment,the quality of phone
calls over the Imernet is only as goodas
that offered by mobiletelephones.
Fiually, to be effective, Interoet telephony
will needto be able to locate and identify
customers. Whereastraditional telephony
assigns numbers to locations
or
customers, IP networks do not. This
presents problems for online and other
directory assistance.

ESTABLISHING INTRAOPERABILITY
STANDARDS
One difficulty
preventing Internet
telephony
from becoming a real
alternative to the PSTNis the current
incompatibility of Iaternet telephnny
products. Developmentand adoption of
standards is the key to ensuring
interoperability betweenthe products.
Progress is evident in Netscape’ssupport
of H.323, the telephony and video
conferencing standard that Microsoft and
Intel have promoted as an Internet
telephony standard. The development of
H.323 goes some way to facilitating
interoperability of Internet telephony
products. H.323 is a framework of
standards defining howvoice, data and
video will be transported over the
Internet. In addition, the Real-Time
Protocol ("RTP") and the Real-Time
Control Protocol ("RTCP")form part
this overall frmnework and define how
delay-sensitive voice and video data will
be given special priority - ensuring realtime communications.

IMPLICATIONS OF IP
TELEPHONY
The major implication of Internet
telephony is the cOmpetitionit poses to
telcos in the long-distance call market.
Users can makelong distance phone calls

via the Internet for the price of connection
to the Interoet Service Provider’s (or
"ISP’s’) network.
Intcrnet telephony allows the placement
ofvoiec telephone calls whichbypass part
or all of the PSTN.So, in the case of longdistance or international telephonecalls,
users of Intcrnct telephony will only pay
the fcc for Interact access whichmaywell
be fixed monttdyfee. This pricing regime
will apply irrespective of the duration and
destination
of the call. This may
significantly affect the revenue telcos
generate from the long-distance call
market(a major source of their revenue).
The impact of Internet telephony on the
long distance call market is evident in
the reduction of international tariffs by
as muchas 90%.Examplesof the tariffs
offered by Internet telephony service
providers are: 25 cents per minuteto the
USfrom Tokyoand Osaka; 24 cents per
minute from Paraguay to the US; 10-20
cents per minutefor global calling from
Italy and South Korea; .07 cents per
minute for a call to any point within
Australia (in addition to a 25 cent access
charge); and 35 cents per minute from
any point in Australia to the UK, USA
and NewZealand(in addition to a 25 cent
access charge).
In Australia, Internet telephony charges
compared with the charges of telcos
Telstmand Optus, in 1997, are as follows:
a 15 minute call from Sydney to
Melbourneduring business hours - $1.25
over the Internet comparedwith $4.21 for
Telstra and $4.00 for Optus; and a 15
minute call from Sydneyto the USover
the Internet - $5.50 compared with
$19.32 for Telstm and $17.97 for Optus.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE
CORPORATE SECTOR
Corporations can jumponto the Internet
telephony bandwagonby utilising their
ownnetworks (intranets) to bypass the
PSTN.In so doing, some US companies
have reported savings of 80%off their
telecommunicationsbills.

IMPLICATIONS FOR
THE PSTN
Not only does the emergenceof Intemet
telephony threaten to erode revenues
derived from long-distance phone calls,
but it also potentially undermines the
existing infrastructure. By allowingendusers to bypass the PSTNpartially or
totally, lntemet telephony may remove

incentives to upgradenetworksand invest
in newinfrastructure.
In addition, ever-increasing Internet
usageis resulting in lengthy local calls,
causing significant congestion of the
PSTN.

IMPLICATIONS FOR
INTERNATIONAL
ACCOUNTING RATES
By providing a mechanismto avoid using
the PSTN, it is said that, at an
international level, Internet telephony
may also provide a method of evading
international
accounting rates for
interconnection with the networks of
foreign carriers.

GROWTH IN
TELEPHONY

INTERNET
INDUSTRY

Twoyears ago, ]n/ernet telephony was a
little known’toy’ used only by Internet
hobbyists. Since then the industry has
seen phenomenal growth - and that
growthis set to continue.
Frost & Sullivan, an international
marketing consulting firm, published a
study in 1997indicating that softwareand
hardware manufacturers will earn US
$1.89 billion in Internet telephony
revenues worldwideby the end of 2001.
Between1995 and 1996, the industry saw
a 997%growth. In 1995, there was only
one company selling Internet voice
software. However,by the middleof 1997,
there wereat least 38.
A British report in 1997 predicted that
15%of all voice calls wouldbe madevia
the Internet by 2000. While a USreport
valued 1997 sales of Intemet telephony
products at US$80million. In addition,
the market’s worth is estimated to reach
US$500million by 1999.
Another US study published in 1997
foreshadowed
that Interoet telephonywill
steadily evolve into a reliable and broadly
adopted technologyfor three reasons:
quality will quickly approach
acceptability;
the economicsare compelling; and
huge markets are ripe for poaching.
Thereport concludedthat UScarriers will
lose more than $3 billion to Internet
telephonyin 2004. Out of this, Consumers
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and businesses will spend nearly $2
~illion on Internet telephonyservices and
equipment (about 4%of the total longdistance calls) and save more than $1
billion.

required to contribute
to the
Universal
Service Fund. The
regulatory impost on ISPs vis-a-vis
telecos in Australia is discussed
below.

COST SAVINGS:
DRIVING GROWTH IN
INTERNET
TELEPHONY
The economicsof Internet telephony are
indeed veo’ compelling. Onecan squeeze
betweenfive and ten voice calls over the
same bandwidth as compared to
traditional, ci~-uit switchedvoice, and an
even a greater numberof fax sessions.
The cost savings achieved by the use of
Internet telephony derive from the
following:
Simple arbitrage
ISP’s lease high-capacitylines at low
rates and provide lnternet telephony
at prices whichare lower than those
available from traditional voice
carriers to end-users. The savings
presented to ISP’s by this process is
similar to that provided to long
distance resellers using traditional
PSTNtechnology and leasing high
capacity lines at T-I and T-3 rates
which are lower than purchasing
lines separately. The opportunity for
savings exists because the marketfor
high capacity lines is competitive(as
there is an oversupply of capacity
which, therefore, increases buyer
power), and the market for single
lines is not.

FLEXIBILITY
OF
INTERNET
TELEPHONY
Apart from cost savings, using the
Internet to cany voice calls gives telces
greater flexibility in routing calls. For
example,Telstra’s voica-internet gateway
(yet to be released)
allows two
simultaneous phonecalls - one data, one
voice - to be routed over the one domestic
phone line. The same gateway could beused to integrate the phone system and
the worldwideweb, so that a user could
place a voice call to a companysimply
by clicking on a button on the company’s
web-page.
In the future it is arguablethat the further
growth and widespread adoption of the
Intcrnet telephony will be driven more
by its inherent flexibility than the cost
savings it offers over traditional
technologies. This is particularly so given
tlmt charges for moretraditional telecoms
services are closing the gap on voice-onthe-net charges. Indeed, Pulver.cem’s Mr
Geoff Pulver and MCI’s senior vicepresident of data architecture MrVinton
Cerf argue that it will be the greater
flexibility of services and not price, that
determines the success of Internet
telephony.
AUSTRALIAN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
REGULATION AND IP
TELEPHONY

Benefits of advances in technology
The technology which Internet
telephony capitalises on enables real
cost savings as compared with
standard telephony.
Digital
compression and packet switching
reduces bandwidth consumption and
allows other services to use the
networkat the sametime. The ability
to functionally integrate voice, data
and fax over a single link will create
greater efficiencies in the use of
access bandwidth.
Regulatory
regime imposing
obligations on telcos but not ISPs
For example,ISP’s are not subject to
the Universal Service Obligation
("USO").The situation is similar
the United States whereISPs are free
of the local access fee and Internet
telephony providers generally are not

An ISP providing Internet telephony will
be a carriage service provider within the
meaning of section
87 of the
TelecommunicationsAct 1997 (Cth) (the
"Act").
In addition, such ISPs will be eligible
carriage service providers within the
meaningof section 245 of the AcLas they
supply "a carriage seoAce that enables
end-users to access the Internet"
(paragraph 245(a)(iii)).
Paragraph
245(a)(i) is probably not applicable
as enquiries ~vith the Telecommunications
Industry Ombudsman("TIO") indicate
that the provision of Internet telephony
is not considered to be a "standard
telephone service" within the meaningof
the Act.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY
OMBUDSMAN
As eligible service providers, ISPs must
enter into the TIO schemeestablished
under Part 10 of the Act: section 246(1).
The TIO scheme enables the Ombudsman
to investigate, makedeterminations and
give directions relating to complaints
about carriage services by end-users of
those services eg. a complaint about
billing or the mannerof chargingfor the
supply of carriage services.
UNIVERSAL SERVICE
OBLIGATION
Carriage service providers, unlike
carriers, arc not subject to the USO.
Consequently,carriage se~wiceproviders
are not required to contribute to the net
universal service cost (a contribution to
fundingof losses incurredin fulfilling the
USOin any financial year). This is one
of the reasons whyInternet telephony can
be a more cost effective alternative to
traditional voice telephony.
INDUSTRY
DEVELOPMENT PLANS
Unlikecarriers, carriage service providers
are not required to prepare an Industry
DevelopmentPlan and then comply with
that plan in relation to their R&D
activities, in addition to the specified
reporting and consulting obligations (see
Part 2 of ScheduleI to the Act).
INTERCEPTION CAPABILITY
REQUIREMENTS
At this stage, only carriers are required
to prepare and lodge an annual
interception capability plan with the
Australian Communications Authority
and the agencycoordinator - a relatively
burdensome obligation. No carriage
service providers have yet been
nominatedby the Attorney-General under
subsection 331(3) of the Act.
SPECIFIC

REGULATION

Internet telephony mayraise issues of
pricing regulation in the future. Debate
within the UScontext suggests that access
charges will provide a subject for debate
and, in turn, pressure for regulation in
Australia.
Some people are calling for the US
Federal CommunicationsCommissionto
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take a lead in developingroles for Interact
telephony providers worldwide. The
intention here is to prevent the emergence
of a myriad of country-specific Internet
telephony regulations which is already
occurring in the CzechRepublic, Iceland
and the European Commission. At the
moment in Australia there are no
regulations relating specifically to
Internct telephony.

INTERNET
TELEPHONY
SERVICES IN AUSTRALIA
There are already a variety of service
offerings on the Australian marketwhich
makeuse of Internet telephony¯
In early 1997, ISP OzEmail launched
what it said was the first commercial
service in the world to provide Interact
telephony using a standard telephone.
The product is OzEmailPhoneand it can
be used to makelong distance phonecalls
between most Australian cities, to New
Zealand, the United States and Britain.
OzEmailplans to offera domesticservice
in the USthis year, in additionto offering
services throughout Europe, Japan and
Hang Kong. OzEmail’s Internet-based
pro-paid card costs 35 cents a minuteto
any of its 70 international destinations¯
In April 1997, Sydney-based ISP
Knowledgeby Design Pry Ltd becamethe
first ISP to offer handset-to-handset
phone calls over the Internet between
Sydney and Hong Kong.
Australian company,DynamicBell, also
offers an Internet telephony product Net2Phone. This product allows
computer to handset long-distance and
international calls over the Internet.
DynamicBell claims to offer savings of
up to 85%off international call rates¯
Net2Phoneuses a UScentral telephone
switch which means that rotes are not
dependant on the country of origin.
Effectively all calls originate from the
USA.Someof the rotes are as follows:
Canada - US$0.13 per minute; UK US$0.18per minute; Australia - US$0.20
per minute; Singapore - US$0.26 per
minute; and Japan - US$0.29per minute.
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Also, US-based company, USAGlobal
Link plans to offer overseas and long
distance phonecalls in Australia for an
initial price of 28 to 62 cents per minute
¯ In addition, the companyhopes to gain
5% of the Australian domestic and
international long distance telephone
marketin its first year - increasing to 15
- 20%in the future.
While muchof the early focus has been
on ISPs, other more traditional
telecommunications companies have
experimented with lnternet telephony.
RSLCorn is one of the first of what is
expected to be a host of telcos offering
Internet-based alternatives to their
regular services.
RSLComhas released a prepaid phone
card that uses internet technologyto route
calls at between half and one-third the
cost of regular calls. It offers phone-tophone and PC-to-phone lnternet
telephony services. RSLCorn’s service
relies on a private version of the lnternet,
knownas the Delta Three global i ntranet,
rather than the public Internet. Calls to
the USand Canadain Australia will cost
a flat rate of 37 cents a minute, and calls
to the UKand Ireland will cost 48 cents
a minute, plus local charges to the
gateway.

of Internet Access Products, John
Rolland, describes as a "convergence
telephony product", that is, a product
which bridges the gap betweenthe ’voice
world’ and the ’web world’.
Telstra is also trialing a service which
allows customers in Sydney to make
telephone calls to London over the
lnternet. The trial, which will involve
about 250 Telstra customers and last 6
months, is designed to provide Telstra
with essential information to aid future
product developmentdecisions. Calls are
madedirect from one telephone handset,
to another handset; no computer is
required. So far the trial, in bothcustomer
and technical terms, has been extremely
successful.
JohnRollandhas said that it is Telstra’s
intention to continueto play a leading mle
in all formsof telephonyin Australia. Mr
Rolland stated that "telephony across the
Internet Protocol opens up a new
technology option for Telstra over which
we can continue to offer the range of
telephony products." Once Telstra is
satisfied that this technologycan be used
to offer customersreliable service, then
it will consider whetherto go to the next
stage of integrated technologyto offer a
commercialservice.

AT&Tand Deutsche Telekom have both
announced intentions in relation to
Internet telephony that will impact on
usage within Australia. Similarly, Optus
said it was developing a voice-on-theInternet system, and was looking to
release it as a prepaid phonecard, but
refused to say when such services would
be available.

CONCLUSION

In 1997, Telstra unveiled its first two
Internet telephony products: virtual
second line ("VSL") and icon calling.
VSLenables incmrfing calls to be diverted
through Telstra’s Internet PSTNgateway
while the user’s phone line is tied up
browsingthe Net. It also enables users to
make outgoing calls. The icon-calling
enables people browsingin organisation’s
website to use Telstra’s popular 1800
FREECALL
service to immediately talk
to a person from that organisation". Icon
calling is what Telstra’s General Manager

A new cost and revenue paradigm has
arrived to challenge traditional
methodologies. The Internet telephony
revolution xvill have a significant impact
on call revenues, as the industry channels
moreof its resources into embracingthe
opportunities that ’voice over the
Internet’ can provide. While advocates
wouldconcedethat Interact telephony is
not quite ready for mainstream
communications,its capacity to reduce
costs and integrate voice and data is
already capturing the imagination of
telcos and consumesalike.
Michael Mueller and Claudine ~nellis
are lawyers in the Sydney o~ce of Blake
Dmvson Waldron.
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Local Number Portability:
"You may experience

a short delay..."

David Stewart considers the technical
and regulatory
challenges
surrounding
portability
and some long-term benefits of intelligent
network solutions.
round the time of publication of
tiffs paper, the ACAis expected
to have finalised its assessment
of whatconstitutes the standard of ’full’
local number portability
under the
Numbering Plan 1997. That decision
~presents a vital opportunity for the ACA
to require Australian carriers to adopt an
intelligent network(’IN’) platform for
call routing - as has been required by
regulators in the USand HongKoag. If
that opportunity is lost, consumers
(particularly business consumers) may
have to bear the costs of a stop*gap,
second-best solution which could delay
the introduction of truly up-to-date
technology in the largest network in
Australia for years to come.

A

WHAT’S ALL THE
FUSS ABOUT?
Numberportability is the ability of
customersof a carriage service to change
their carriage service provider, while
retaining the same phone number. Under
the Telecommunications Act 1997, no
formal distinction is necessarily made
between a customer changing between
switchless service providers amongst a
single network, and customers who
change from being connected from one
network to another (they’re both
changing ’provider’). However,it is the
second form of number portability changing networks - whicla is crucial to
competition between network providers.
Withoutnumberportability, competition
between networkproviders for customers
is chilled by the inevitable costs of
changing telephone numbers which must
be borne by a churning customer. Many
businesses, particularly small to medium
businesses, invest substantial amountsin
the goodwill in and promotion of their
phone number. While the impact is
arguably less severe on residential
consumers, the costs of changing
numbers-which can include the indirect
costs of missed calls and sheer
inoonvcniencc
- meanthataccess
to the
lowerprices
offered
bycompetitors
may
belessened
unless
a simple,
workable
and
affordable
mechanism
existsfor the
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customerto bring (or ’port’) their number
across fromtheir old providerto their new
provider.
TECHNICAL

SOLUTIONS

There are two broad categories of
technical approachescapable of achieving
numberportability.
The first category, ’call-forwarding’
solutions, dependon the original network
attempting to connect calls to a ported
number,and then a subsequent re-routing
of that call to the network of the new
provider when that call attempt fails.
l~eeausocall-forwardingis only triggered
in the event of an unsuccessfulcall to the
original network, such solutions
invariably
produce performance
differences in connectingusers to ported
and non-ported numbers. In particular,
the two-stage call routing process to
customersof a rival networktakes longer
than connecting calls to one’s own
customers. This process is experiencedby
users as ’post-dial delay’.
One option
for enhancing
the
performanceof call-forwarding solutions
is to engage in ’drop-back’, wherebythe
numberof superfluous circuits within the
original network is reduced, though not
eliminated. Nonetheless, such systems
still have a process which relies on a
’normal call plus something extra’
approachto dealing with a rival’s traffic.
The second category, ’intelligent
network"solutions, use a database which
matches particular users and their
telephone numbers with their network
provider. This databaseis interrogated for
every call, identifying whetherthe call
needs to be connected to a point within
the originating carrier’s network, or
elsewhere. Call routing, whether to a
directly connectedcustomeror to a rival’s
network, takes the same amountof time
irrespective of whether the caller is
attempting to reach the customers of the
original provider, or their rival.
Call-forwarding solutions are generally
characterised by the followingfeatures:

local

number

there can be only two (or at most
three) carriers involvedin the porting
of numbers;
it is most effective where the
proportion of calls to ported numbers
is small comparedto calls to nonported numbers - put another way,
where the call-forwarding network
enjoys overwhelming market share
comparedto its rivals;
it lends itseffto attempts by network
providers to require their rivals to
bear costs, in the form of a ’callforwarding charge’ per call; and
operators of existing networks based
on technology similar to most
incumbent ex-monopolist’s networks
around the world (such as Telstra’s
PSTN) are spared the cost of
upgrading their equipment to
accommodatethe enhanced quality
and breadth of service asseciated with
IN solutions (since, once installed,
IN databases can be used to activate
a variety of services, other than LNP).
By contrast, IN solutions generally
involve substantial set-up costs for
operators
who use non-IN-based
networks, generate little
if any
incremental or ’per call’ cost and are,
generally speaking, readily scaled to
include multiple carriers. In addition, INsolutions, although moreexpensive where
the market share of newentrants remains
small, do not create increased congestion
where the market share of the incumbent
falls.
THE DIRECTION,
THE PLAN AND THE
SEEMING LACK OF
DIRECTION OR PLANNING
Numberportability is regulated by the
Numbering Plan 1997, which is the
regulatory instrument issued by the ACA
under Part 22 of the Telecommunications
Act. Section 45g of the Act provides that
the ACAmay include rules for ’the
portability ofallecated numbers’provided
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(a) will not be apparent
customer," or

to a

(b) if they are apparentto a customer
- will not affect the customer’s
choice of carriage service
provider ’
THE OVUM REPORT
The ACAhas subsequently specified 1
May1998 as having been the earliest
practicable date for the provision of
limited numberportability by all carriage
service providers (a requirement
overlappingsubstantially vAththe licence
condition imposed on Tclstra by the
Minister in late 199’7) and 1 Janua~2000
as the earliest practicable date for full
number portability.
Following this
process, the ACAcommissioned Ovum
to produce a report identifying the
technical solutions and issues associated
with each of ’full’ and ’limited’ number
portability?
That report has been released for a second
round of industry consultation. Ovum
states in the report that it considersthat
"non-equivalence’requires three things:

that the ACCC
has directed the ACAto
do so.
The ACCC
issued a draft direction to the
ACA
canvassing the issues shortly after
the commencement
of the Act, and a final
Direction was issued to the ACAon 22
September1997. That Direction provided
that, amongstother things, the ACAmust
include roles on the portability of
allocated numbers in the Numbering
Plan, and laid out in detail what those
rules wereto be.
The Direction provided for two forms of
local number portability:
’limited"
number portability,
required to be
provided in the short term, and ’full’
numberportability (simply referred to in
the Direction as "numberportability’).
The ACA
was directed to ensure that each
formof numberportability was to offered
by carriage service providers at the
’earliest practicabledate’ for that to occur,
as determined by the ACA.
In its Explanatory Statement to the
Direction, the ACCCidentified the
standard required for full number
portability as being that carriage service
providers could offer:

P~ 1(;

’equivalent services and features
independent of whether the end-user
is using or calling a numberthat has
been parted from another carriage
service provide~ Any differences in
the quality or reliability of services
... must not be apparentto end-users
in a waythat mayaffect the choice of
carriage service provider by
The Commission nominated IN-hosed
solutions as being capable of meetingflds
standard. Call-forwarding (and, in
particular, Telstra’s ’facilities re-direct’
service) was specifically identified as
being able to discharge the standard of
’limited’ nmnberportability (not full
numberportability).
The requirement of equivalence was
subsequently set doxvuin the Numbering
Plan in clause 11.4, whichprovides that:
’A carriage service provided in
relation to a ported number is on
equivalent service if (and only iJ) any
differences betweenit and a carriage
service provided in relalion to a nonported number:

’Firstly, a difference in services,
features, reliability or quality levels
must be objectively caused by the
implementation of local number
portability. Secondly, this difference
must be perceived by end-users.
Thirdly, the end-userperceptionof the
difference must be significant enough
to affect the choiceof carriageservice
provider ’
For reasons stated below, this third
criterion should not be considered by the
ACAand should not have formed part of
the study.
WHAT THE LAW SAYS
It is not clear that an interpretationof the
NumberingPlan whichresulted in a callforxvarding solution which yielded postdial delays capable of affecting consumer
choice being an acceptable form of
numberportability in the long-term could
be reconciled with the specific wording
of the ACCC’s Direction
and
Explanatory Statement. It is an open
questionwhether,in that ease, there needs
to be amendmentof the NumberingPlan
sufficient to bring it clearly into line with
the Direction.
The Plan is required under tbe Direction
to ensure that the ACAdoes not permit
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carriage service providers to offer full
numberportability in a waythat interferes
with the provision of ’equivalent quality
and reliability’ of service, or access to
’equivalent services and features’.
Equivalencemeans, in this context, that
any differences are not apparent to endusers to the extent that such differences
’may affect’ the choice of provider.
Brandingis permissible - perceptible and
substantial post-dial delay is not.
The current wordingof clause 11.4 of the
NumberingPlan refers to differences
whicheither ’will’ or ’will not’ affect a
customer’s choice of carriage service
provider. Although the distinction
betweenthis and the previous concept of
a difference which’may affect’ consumer
choiceis a subtle one, it is significant.
Matters which may affect consumer
choicego to the issue of perceptibility itselfa performanceissue. Matters which
will affect consumerchoice are questions
determined as a matter of customer
research and preference. A regulator
assessing the first question is focusedon
the technical issues. The secondrequires
judgments concerning subjective
questions of quality and choice.
Withall due respect to the Authorityand
its staff, the approach of the ACAin
commissioningthe Ovumreport, and the
matters addressed by the report, suggest
that the ACAhas found itself on the
wrong side of this logical divide. By
allowing themselves to be drawn into
debates about the relative impacts on
consumer choice of particular call
holding times, the point seems to have
beenmissed. Moresignificantly, the ’twotier’ approach, designed to deliver both
short-term and long-termbenefits to endusers, is in dangerof beingstalled at the
first hurdle.
A final consequenceof this approach to
full number portability would be the
somewhatbizarre scenario of the ACA
having specified 1 January 2000 as the
’earliest practicable date’ for the

introduction of a service which Telstra
(at least) has been offering since I May
1998,
WHAT SHOULD HAPPEN
The ACAshould strongly affirm the
conclusion that it reached in a
preliminary formin its earlier Report on
Implementation of NumberPortability,
that only an IN solution meets the
requirements of the NumberingPlan, and
thereby require all carriage service
providers to provide to themselves, or
acquire, IN functionality supporting LNP.
The principle benefits to end-users would
be long-term, but nonetheless real and
substantial. This woulddeliver a ’second
dividend’ to end-users, complementing
the benefits arising from having the
fastest possible introduction of limited
numberportability.
This is goodpolicy, as well as goodlaw.
To focus overly on the arguments as to
the limits imposed by the ACCC’s
Direction to the ACA
miss the peint. Use
of IN technology
combines the
advantages of number portability as a
general proposition which increases
access by consumersto the benefits of
competition, with the technological
advantages era network routing system
which is easily adapted to develop new
and innovative services. The benefits of
numberportability were reeagnised
by the
Minister
when he described
the
introduction of any form of number
portability
as a ’major boost (o
competition.., [wldch] will help to bring
lower prices and improved services to
millions of Auslralians’~. The benefits of
IN include a commonplatform for the
management
of call routing information,
a key precursor to wider availability of
the kind of call managementservices
which are taken for granted in the
commercial world.
It seems plausible that part of the
reasoning of regulators in not being

explicit about specific technical solutions
in the Direction and Plan was the
perceived need for the ACCCand ACA
.to remain’technologyneutral’. Whileit
rs both natural (and appropriate) for
regulators not to be bullish about their
own ability to foresee and act upon
technologically-specific information, in
the case of LNP, the time has come to
take the plunge- as OFTA
in HongKong,
the FCC in the United States and
AUSTEL
before July 1997 have already
done.
This is particularly true given that the
distinction between’limited’ and ’full’
local numberportability in the Direction
has the distinct appearance of being a
decision whichis, on its face, implicitly
specific about the technological issues
involved.Far better to be clear about this
issue, than to try and ’herd the flock’
towards an end result that is not overfly
stated.
Both the ACAand ACCC(and AUSTEL
before them) have been well informed of
the relevant issues, both domesticallyand
by being able to observe regulatory
processes overseas. Granted that the
ACCC
appeared to require a ’two-tier’
approach to number portability in its
Direction, and that only lwo clear
alternatives present themselves, what
possible use is there in having that
approach thwarted, and delaying the
onset of local numberportability once
again?
DavidStenvart is a solicitor with Minter
Ellison. Theviews in this article are the
author’s alone, and are affributable
neither to Mintersnor the firm’s clients.
I Explanato,,y
Statement
to theD#ec~i~n
to the
ACAon numberPortability. ACCC,22
September
1997at explanab~m
of Direcffon3.
2 ACA
letter to industryattachingthe Ovum
report,datedI September
1998.
3 MinisterialMedia
Re~ease
onthedecisionto
requireTelstrato provideLNPas a /icence
condi#~n
dated23September
1997.
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Cryptography
Overdue for
~rog Taylor of Electronic
.¢,ryptography

Frontiers

and highlights

looks at the regulation

and policy

surrounding

the problems with current local export restrictions

D

ala encryptionplays an essential
role in secure transmission of
commercial information over
public networks, yet its widespread
employmentis being stifled by cold-war
era regulations. Within the Defence
Department in Canberra, the arcane
science of cryptography is still being
treated as ff it were a military searet,
despite having movedinto the academic
and commercialsectors over 20 years ago.
Cqrptography is a technology used to
"scramble" information
into an
unreadable form. Computers have
revolutionised cryptography and have
enabledincredibly powerfulciphers to be
deployed. Computer ciphers have two
chief components: a method (or
algorithm) and a key. The two are used
together to encrypt a messageor file. The
algoritfun is generally public but the key
is kept secret. Anyonewhohas the key
can use the decryption algorithm for the
cipher to unscramblea messageor file.
The key is usually just a large number.
DEVELOPMENTS IN
CRYPTOGRAPHY
The two main developments of interest
secret key cryptography,also called
symmetric
cryptography because the
same key is used for enctyption and
decryption.
public key cryptography,also called
asymmetric cryptography because
different keys are used for enctyption
and decryption. Public key systems
usually rely on key pairs, one of
which is a public key which can be
given to anyone,while the other is a
private key whichmust be kept secret
by its owner.
Public key cwptography,invented in the
late 1970s, has revolutionised the
development of methods for secure
transmission of information over public
networks. It enables two computers to
generate and exchangeone-time keys in
a way that is protected against
interception.
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Australia

Policy:
Reform

Computer c .r~tography is already in
widespread use, although unknownto
many people. Commonapplications
include:
protection of informationtransmitted
during electronic
banking
transactions, such as automaticteller
machine transactions,
EFTPOS
purchases and Internet transactions.
encryption of email sent over the
Internet for confidentiality (using
PGP or S/MIME)
encryption of files stored on
computers - again to protect their
confidentiality.
the use of digital signatures which
are an essential
part of the
authentication process in electronic
commercetransactions.
Cryptographyis nowan essential tool for
many businesses and governments to
protect valuable confidential information
both whenit is stored in their computer
systems and whenit is transmitted from
one location to another over public
networks. Withoutcryptography, it would
be very difficuh or expensive to protect
this information.For individuals, it is an
extremelyvaluabletool to protect private
information or communications.
Sophisticated eryptographic software is
readily available nowto virtually anyone
whowantsit, and often at little or nocost,
and is widely and legally available on the
Internet. Muchof this soft~vare is also
extremely powerful - to the point where
it wouldbe impractical for governments
or their defence agencies to attempt to
’break’ the encryption.
However,the strength of cryptographyis
an issue that is surroundedby controversy.
Onone side of the debate is the argument
that free access to cryptography by the
general public enablesthemto fulfil their
right to protect the privacy and security
of their communications, including
commercially~aluable data. Onthe other
side, the governmentargues that it needs
to control the use of cryptography to
enable
eavesdropping
on

communications as part of its law
enforcementactivities.
THE US EXPORT
RESTRICTIONS
With certain exceptions, all software
originating in the USAhas limited ctypto
strength because of export restrictions.
Examplesinclude:
The major Webbrowsers (Netscapo
Navigator/Communicator
and
Microsoft lnternet Explorer), which
are limited to 40-bit keys in the
export version as opposedto 128-bit
keys in the USdomestic version.
Somewidely used ’office’ software
such as Lotus Notes, the export
version of xvhich is limited to an
effective 40-bit key. (The actual key
length is 64 bits but pan of the key is
escrowed in the USA.)
In September 1998 the US relaxed its
export controls, but only for export to
defined markets or industries, with more
liberal exceptions being madeavailable
for licensed key recovery products (see
below).
The USlimits have obvious effects on
Australia.
Because of the large
international market share held by some
US software companies, many of the
products of these firms have become
defacto standards. Since cryptography
requires both the sender and the
receiver(s) to communicate using the
same protocols (ie, standards), any
limits on cryptography can affect
standards, whichin turn affect the types
or strength of encryption available to
users in other countries.

THE AUSTRALIAN
SITUATION
WithinAustralia, enctyption software can
still be freely used and exchangedwithin
national boundaries. A numberof local
firms also producecryptographic sot~ware
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and hardware. Nevertheless, there are
somerestrictions in place.
The Telecommunications Legislation
AmendmentBill w~ passed by the Senate
in November1997. The purpose of the
Bill is to amendseveral existing Acts
including the Telecommunications
(Interception)
Act of 1979. The
amendments
will require carriage service
providers (CSPs)to provide, at the CSP’s
expense, access to any data or
communicationswhich they transmit for
their customers. CSPs include a wide
range of telecommunications service
providers including telephone service
providers and most Internet service
providers.
Importantly, the amendmentsrequire the
CSPto decr~t any data which the CSP
was responsible for encrypting for a
customer. There is, however,apparently
no requirement on the CSPto docrypt
data or messages which the customer
personally encrypted (ie. encryption
which did not involve the CSP).
Prior to the November1997 amendments,
the governmentstill had mechanismsfor
gaining access to the plain text of any
data or messagesencrypted by a CSPFor
example the government could withhold
the approval
for
any new
telecommunications service which a CSP
proposedto supply unless the service was
capable of providingaccess for authorities
to the plain text of any message.A recent
example was the roll-out of Telstra’s
revamped ISDN OnRamp service in
1997. Availability of the newservice was
delayed until systems were in place for
interception of any traffic transmitted
using this service. A similar delay
occurred with the introduction of GSM
mobile phones.

AUSTRALIAN
PUBLIC POLICY
There has been silence from the federal
government for some time on broader
cryptographypolicy. However,there have
been somespecific cryptography-related
initiatives
mainly related to the
establishment of a legal regime for
electronic commerce. Several expert
working groups have been established one by the Minister for Communication,
the Arts and the Information Economy
and another by the Attorney-General. The
latter is dealing with the legal regimefor
online transactions and information
exchange. Both working groups have
released reports this year.

In 1996, the Federal Governmentmade
substantial steps towards developing a
policy on the use of cryptography in
Australia. A report was commissioned
from Mr Gerard Walsh, a former deputy
head of the Australian
Security
Intelligence Organisation (AS/O).
However,the WalshReport was withheld
by the Attorney-General’s Department
from publication. It was eventually
obtained by EFAunder the Freedomof
Information Act and published on the
EFAWebsite (subject to the deletion of
certain sections on grounds of national
security under the Act).
The WalshReport comesout in favour of
free access to cryptographyby the public.
The conclusions in the report are
especially interesting in view of Mr.
Walsh’s background with ASIO. Some
commentators have suggested that the
report was withheld because it did not
reach the "right" conclusions(ie., that use
of cryptographyshouldbe restricted). The
status of current thinking in the
government is unknown, although all
major parties have published policies
supportingrelaxation of controls.
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AUSTRALIA’S
EXPORT CONTROLS
It is illegal to export any cryptographic
software products from Australia without
a license issued by the Department of
Defence. Australia’s export regulations
are amongst the most stringent in the
world, and closely parallel restrictions
imposedin the USA,although all licence
applications here are evaluatedon a cuseby-case basis, rather than in accord with
any published guidelines.
The controls are administered by the
Director, Strategic Trade Policy and
Operations (STPO), a division of the
Defeoce Acquisition Organisation. With
one major exception (the General
Software Note) the Australian controls
are based on obligations under the
international Wassenaar Arrangement,
discussed below.
The Australian
regulation
of
cryptographic export controls is set out
in Schedule 13E of the Customs
(Prohibited Exports Regulations) and
Section 112 of the Customs Act 1901
which deals with prohibited exports.
Itemsprohibitedunderthis legislation are
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listed in the Defenceand Strategic Goods
List (DSGL)of the Australian Controls
on the Export of Defence and Strategic
Goods. Crypto software is identified
under Part 3, Category 5/2 of the
controlled goodslist.
Underthese regulations, all cryptography
software requires a permit or a licence
before it can be exported. Evaluation of
licence applications is carried out by
Defence Signals Directorate, the body
responsible for Australia’s external
seCUrily.

Anexceptionto the rules is the Personal
Use Exemption, which allows encryption
software to be taken out of the country
without a permit under specified
conditions for persurmal use (eg., where
installed on a notebookcomputer). There
are also exemptionsfor authenticationonly products and limited application
devices such as ATMsand smartcard
readers.

conceal illegal activity from the law.
Australian policy is to encourage key
recoveryproducts for export purposes, but
no official policy on this matter has been
published.
Underkey escrow, it wouldbe mandatory
for everyone using encryption products
to provide a copy of their key to the
governmentfor law enforcement access.
Underkey recovery, the key wouldbe kept
by a third-party, generally a commercial
service provider. Both systems generally
claim that keys and/or plain text would
only be available to law enforcementwith
a court warrant.

software form the scope of the controls.
However,Australia explicitly disallows
this waiver in respect of cncryption
software. Four other countries, USA,New
Zealand, France and Russia, also disallow
the GSNwaiver.
The reasoning behind this stance by
Australia has never been explained,
despite the fact that this policy position
meansthat Australian crypto developers
are at a severe disadvantage compared
with their Europeancounterparts.
There are now moves afoot to further
tighten international restrictions on
cryptography in a current review of the
Wassenaar Arrangement. The Australian
delegation is at the forefront of this
movement,although their position is
widely believed to be influenced by the
US government’s hardline stance.
Amongstthe proposals to be put forward
are a plan to inchide intangible exports
as controlled items, and removalof the
GSNwaiver.

The basis of key escrow and key recovery
is that all cncryption keys are stared in
key repositories
where government
officials can obtain copies of themfor use
in decrypting messages. There are
significant privacy concerns with this
approach. There are also major risks in
having large numbers of keys stored in
central locations. Honest mistakes,
corruption and criminal hacking all pose
There is a major loophole in the
Australian legislation in that the Customs majorthreats.
CONCLUSION
Act applies only to physical goods.
Intangible exports via electronic networks
Most technical
and professional
THE WASSENAAR
such as the Internet are not covered by
organisations
involved
in the
the regulations. This has resulted in some
ARRANGEMENT
development of network standards are
controversial media coverage of late,
opposed to the controls that are placed
The basis for the export controls of most
particularly in regard to the availability
on cD~ptography,since they restrict the
countries is a military-treaty officially
on Australian websites of products such
developmentof global standards, weaken
entitled
The
Wassenaar
Arrangement
on
as Cryptozilla, a strong-cryptoversion of
security, encourageinformation warfare,
Export
Controls
for
Conventional
Arms
Netscape which used Australianand imposesevere risks to humanrights
and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies
developed crypto suft~vare embeddedin
and privacy.
(’Wassenaar
Arrangement’)
which
is
the open source code provided by
protocol
intended
primarily
to
control
Netscape Communications.
Campaignsinvolving both industry and
weaponsof mass destruction. There are
currently 33 signatories to the Wassenaar civil liberties interests are active in many
Althoughthere have been hints that the
countries. There is nowan international
Arrangement. The Dual-Use section of
CustomsAct would be amendedto cover
movement sponsored by the Global
the
Arrangement
forms
the
basis
for
most
intangible exports, there are no knmvn
Interact Liberty Campaign(GILC)which
national controls over the export of
moves at present to do so. In the
has gained the support of manyindustry
cryptography products.
meantime, the Defence Department is
and civil liberties lobbygroups,to call a
attempting to enforce export controls in
halt to what are generally perceived as
The
Wassenaar
Arrangement
is
the
the electronic medium by means of
silly and unworkablerestrictions. Strong
successor regime to the Co-ordinating
"moral suasion", a strategy that is not
crbptographyis nowwidely available and
Committee for Multilateral
Export
meeting with widespread support or
is in the public domain. Export controls
Controls
(COCOM)
established
by
NATO
SUCCESS.
are starting to be routinely circumvented
in 1949to control the export of military
by developers movingoffshore. It appears
equipment and dual-use technologies to
to be only a matter of time before the
WarsawPact states. Negotiations to
THE KEY RECOVERY
legislature and the bureaucracywakesup
establish
a
successor
regime
to
COCOM
CONTROVERSY
to the obvious.
commenced in 1993 and COCOM
was
terminated
in
March
1994.
The
A numberof governments, in particular
Arrangementwas not intended to impede
the US and UK, have proposed key
Greg Taylor is a board member of
bonafide civil transactions.
escrow or key recovery schemes. The aim
Electronic Frontiers Australia Inc. and
of the schemes is to allow authorised
chair of its cryptography committee.
officials to decrypt intercepted messages. There is a preamble to the Wassenaar
Dual-Uselist called the GeneraISoflware Further information is available from
Law enforcement and intelligence
the EFAwebsite: http:/,6wwv, efa.org.au
Note (GSN), which was intended
agencies argue that without this ability,
exempt mass market and public domain
criminals can abuse cryptography to
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New Copyright

Laws

Karen Getterts reports on the latest amendments to the Copyright Laws and also discusses the
current position of recognition of moral rights in Australia.

T

he Copyright Amendment Act
1998 and the Copyright
.i, Amendment Act (No.2) 1998
commencedon 30 July 1998. All of the
provisions of these acts are nowin force,
except for the amendmentsconcerning
the parallel importation of packagingand
labelling, that have been delayed for 18
months.

Bill had been passed with 28 amendments
that were recommendedby the Senate
Committee.Bill (N’o.2) was passed with
the support of Senator Harradine. Senator
Colston had announcedhis opposition to
the Bill, but was not in the Senate at the
time the vote was taken. The vote was
33-32.

or for broadcasting. Employed
journalists
ownedthe copyright in all other uses of
their works. This meant that when
electronic means of publication was
developed, the proprietors were not the
ownersof the copyright for this type of
publication.
The new amendmentsto the Copyright
15 July 1998- at a special sitting of the
Act re’,m’ites s.35(4) to give proprietors
House,
the House of Representatives
THE ROAD TO
additional rights to facilitate
the
passed the amendedbills.
COPYRIGHT
REFORM
electronic publication and delivery of
newspapers, magazines and similar
30 July 1998- The Bills were given Royal
Governmentsover the past decade have
periodicals.
Employed
journalists retain
Assent.
been struggling with the issue of
their traditional rights of photocopying
copyright reform. In 1996 the Coalition
and independent book publication, but
THE MAJOR AMENDMENTS
Governmentwas elected on the promise
proprietors are nowclassified as the
AT A GLANCE
of long overdue copyright reform to
ownerof the copyrightfor all other uses,
provide fair and adequate protection of
including publication on the Interact and
The Copyright Amendment Act 1998
rights, including moral rights, in
on-line databases. Self--employed or
(Cth)
("Act")
contains
10
schedules
Australian copyright law. The road to
freelance journalists will continue to
providing for wide-ranging copyright
reform followed:retain all rights to their copyrightwork.
reforms in a numberof areus:
18 June 1997 - the CopyrightAmendment
These amendments were recommended
° employed journalists
copyright
Bill 1997("l]ill") was introduced to the
in the 1994 Copyright Law Review
Houseof Representatives.
(Schedule 1);
Committee Report, and also reflect
° commissioned
agreementsbetweenn~jor publishers and
27 June 1997- the Bill ~vas introducedto
photographs
the Media Entertainment and Arts
(Schedule
1);
the Senate. The Senate promptlyreferred
Alliance.
the Bill to the Senate Legal and
parallel importation of packaging
Constitutional Legislation Committee.
and labelling (Schedule 2);
The original Bill also introduced a
The Commitlee held three public
proprietor’s"right of restraint" to block
conversion damages and detention
hearings concerning the Bill, and
the photocop~,ingof morethan 15%of a
(Schedule 3);
received 118 submissions.
newspaperor magazine(despite the fact
copying for the services of the
that employed journalists owned the
27 October 1997 - The Committee’s
Government(Schedule 4);
copyright in photocopying of their
report was tabled supporting the Bill,
copying for people with an
works). This right was eriticised by the
including the issue of moral rights, hut
intellectual disability (Schedule5);
Senate Committee’sReport, arid has not
called for various amendments.
copying of works by educational
been included in the Act.
20 November 1997 - the Copyright
institutions (Schedule9); and
Theseamendments
will apply to all works
AmendmentBill (No.2) ("Bill No. 2")
border enforcement (Schedule 8).
.created afler 30 July 1998.
1997 was introduced to the House of
The proposed amendmentsdealing with
Representatives. The Bill provides that
COMMISSIONED
protection of moral rights have been
non-pirate CDs can be imported into
PHOTOGRAPHS
wit.hdmwn,
due to the debate over ul~front
Australia without the consent of the
waiver. The forecast is that a newstandUnderthe old s.35(5), whena photograph
Australian copyright owner.
alone bill introducing comprehensive
~s commissioned,the commissioneris the
26 November1997-Bill (No.2) is passed
.moralrights protection will be introduced first ownerof copy~ght, subject to any
by the House,and is subsequentlyreferred
mapproximately three months time.
agreement to the contrary. This was an
to the Senate Legal and Constitutional
exceptionto the usual situation wherethe
The Copyright Amendment Act (No.2)
Legislation Committeefor report. During
author of a work was the owner of the
1998 removes the owner’s control over
February and March 1998 the Senate
copyright. This anomaly has now been
parallel
importation of CDs.
Committeeheld seven public hearings on
changed, in the new s.35(5) so that the
the Bill.
photographer is the first ownerof the
THE AMENDMENTS.
copyright, except where the photographs
1 April 1998 - the Senate Committee
EMPLOYED JOURNALISTS
are taken for private or domesticpurposes
tabled its report on the Bill. The Report
weddingsofand
portraits.
thefamily
copyright
supported the Bill, but also madesome
.such asownership
Underthe 0id s.35(4) CopyrightAct1968 retain
In
these
instances,
the
COmmissioner
will
suggestions for consideration.
(Cth), a ne~vspaperproprietor only owned
the copyright in articles written by their
11-12 July 1998- both Bills were passed
employed
journalists for the purposes of
by the Senate (at around 12:45am). The
These amendmentsto s.35(5) will now
publication in a newspaperor magazine,
enable commercial photographers to
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liccncc future uses of their photographs,
which they have sought for a numberof
years.
PACKAGING & LABELLING
OF IMPORTED GOODS
The amendmentsin Schedule 2 of the Act
removecopyright control over paraliel
importation of packagingand labelling.
These amendments were considered
necessary to increase competition in
respect of branded goods, and to improve
service, reduce prices, and increase
choice.
These amendments were
originally ~ecommended
by the Copyright
Law Review Committee ("CLRC")
1988. However the Government
introduced amendments to delay the
commencement
of these provisions for 18
months after the Act commences.This
will ensure that businesses legally using
this moansof controlling their exclusive
distribution
arrangements can have
sufiqcient time to adapt their business
operations. Thus, these amendmentswill
not commenceuntil February 2000.
SPECIAL POSITION RE THE
OLYMPIC SYMBOL
The Olympic rings symbol has been
excludedfrom the effect of the packaging
and labelling amendments.This symbol
is specially protected under the Olympic
lnsignio Protection Act 1987, which
accords it perpetual copyright. With the
express exclusion in definition of
"accessory" in s.10(l), it stands in
unique position vis-a-vis other copyright
material.
CONVERSION

& DETENTION

Due to past abuse of the remedies for
copyright infringement, the amendments
under Schedule 3 of the Act make the
availability and extent of the remediesof
conversion damages and delivery up of
goods, subject to the discretion of the
court, rather than being an automatic
right. These amendments were in
response to the recommendationsof the
CLRC’s 1990 Report on Conversion
Damages.This Report found that where
an infringing copy was an insubstantial
part of an article (such as a badgeon
soccer ball), and was not severable from
it, the wholearticle had to be delivered
up, or damagesgiven for the wholevalue,
thus allowing abuse by copyright owners
and unfairness to defendants.
GOVERNMENT COPYING
PROVISIONS
Schedule 4 of the Act amends the
Copyright Act to stroamline the system
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for ownersof copyright to be paid when
their materials are copied by the
Commonwealth, State and Territory
governments.Paymentsb-ill nowbe made
on the basis of sarnpling, rather than the
present methodof full record-keeping,
where there is a declared copyright
collecting society.
COPYING FOR PEOPLE WITH
AN INTELLECTUAL
DISABILITY
AND PEOPLE
WITH A PRINT DISABILITY
Schedule 5 introduces more appropriate
terminology in the provisions of the
Copyright Act that affect people with a
print or intellectual disability. The
amendmentsinclude replacing the term
"handicapped readers" with "persons
with a disability"
and replacing
"intellectually handicappedpersons" with
"personswith an intellectual disability".
The Act also amends the license for
institutions whoassist peoplewith a print
disability unders. 135ZP,to havethe same
rights as institutions whoassist persons
with an intellectual disability. Both of
these institutions ~vill nowno longer be
restricted to copyingfor the purposes of
research or study only.
COPYING OF WORKS
BY INSTITUTIONS
Schedule 6 of the Act makes a numberof
minor amendments to the statutory
educational copying licenees under Parts
VA and VB of the Copyright Act to
facilitate the effective operationof these
licences for the benefit of both the
relevant collecting bodies, and the
institutions. Oneof these changesamends
s.135ZM,so that whenan artistic work
is copied along with text that
accompaniesthe artistic work, then the
remuneration nowpayable to the author,
will be shared with the visual artists.
Visual artists have sought equitable
remuneration for the copying of their
works for some years nosy, and these
amendments mean that they will now
receive paymentsto the someextent as
other creators.
COPYRIGHT

TRIBUNAL

Schedule 7 of the Act allows for the
appointment of one or more additional
Deputy Presidents
and for the
appointment of former judges to the
Copyright Tribunal. These amendments
are designed to enhance access to, and
the effective operation of, the Copyright
Tribunal.

IMPORTED COPIES OF
COPYRIGHT MATERIAL
Schedule 9 of the Act corrects minor
errors
made in the 1994 TRIPS
amendments, and makes other minor
changes to border enforcement
provisions. These amendmentsinclude a
fee for the lodgingof a notice of objection,
and authorisation for the CEOof Castums
to provide certain information to
objectors.
EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS
The definition
of "educational
inslitution" has beenbroadenedto include
pre-schools and kindergartens, and the
requirement that an educational
institution mustbe not for profit has been
removed.
THE AMENDMENTS
UNDER ACT NO.2
The Copyright Amendment Act (No.2)
1998 (Cth) ("Act NO. 2") removes
copyright owner’s control over "parallel
importation" of musicCDs. This measure
was announced by the Coalition
Governmentin October 1997.
Soundrecording prices in Australia are
high by world standards. Restrictions on
the parallel importation of legitimate
sound recordings prevented Australian
retailers from being able to source lower
priced recordings from overseas sources
without first gaining permission from
local rights holders (usually major
international record companies). This
problemwas identified in the 1990Prices
Surveillance Authority’s report, Inquiry
into the Prices of SoundRecordings,but
~
has never been addressed.
POLICY BEHIND
THESE AMENDMENTS
Parallel importation will increase
competition between local and overseas
suppliers of sound recordings in the
Australian market. It is expected that
local retailers will be able to source
cheaper overseas product. This will
encourage local suppliers to makesound
recordingsavailable to retailers at similar
wbolesale prices to those which could be
obtained fromoverseas suppliers. Further
local subsidiaries of global music
companies,which control 70 per cent of
the world industry typically only release
20per cent of their titles in the Australian
market. Parallel importation will mean
that Australian consumers will have a
2greater range of choiee.
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To allay fears that pirate CDswill flood
the Australian market, the Act No. 2
includes a range of measuresthat improve
the protection for ownersof copyfight in
sound recordings:In civil proceedings for importation
ofinffinging CDs, the onus is on the
importer to establish the CDsare not
pirated;
Maximummonetary penalties have
increased: $60,000 fines/5 years
imprisonment for persons, $300,000
fines for corporations, per offence;
The Government, through the
Department of Communications and
the Arts, has allocated $10mover
three years to an Australian music
industry promotion package.

be made known to the public as the
creator of the work(paternity); the fight
to protect a work from distortion
(integrity); the right to choose whether
to publish the work; the fight to restrain
excessive criticism of the work; and the
fight to prevent violations of the author’s
personality. Currently, Australia has
limited moralfights protections in ssI89195AAof the Copyright Act.
The call for a more comprehensivemoral
fights regime has been heard for over a
decade now. Australia has an obligation
under the Berne Convention for the
Protection of Literary and Artistic Works
to recognise moral fights under article
6his. This was reeognised in the CLRC’s
Report on MoralRights in 1988, and then
again in the 1994 Discussion Paper,
Proposed Moral Rights Legislation for
Copyright Creators.

MORAL RIGHTS
The major reform under the Act was to
be the introduction of a comprehensive
schemeof moral rights for creators of
works and films. Howeveronce the Bill
was introduced, the justification for
comprehensive moral rights protection
became obscured by a debate over a
provision to allow upfront waiver for
contracted works and films. In October
1997, the Senate Legal and Constitutional
Legislation Committee recommendedan
extension of waiver at the time of
commissioninga workor film. Since this
time, the Governmenthas held lengthy
discussions with the film and television
industry
to find an acceptable
compromise on the issue, that would
satisfy all interests and would still
maintain certainty and confidence in the
induslry. A compromisewas not possible
by the time the Bill was debated, so the
Governmentwithdrew the moral rights
provisions from Schedule 1.

The moral rights regime proposed in the
original Bill satisfies Australia’s
obligations under the Berne Convention.
Schedule1 of the Bill, included:
a creator’s right to be identified as
the creator of a work (the right of
attribution of authorship);

the fight of a creator to take action
against false attribution (the right not
to have authorship of a workfalsely
attributed); and
a creator’s right to object to
derogatory treatment of his or her
workwhichprejudicially affects his
or her honour and reputation (the
right of integrity of authorship of a
work).
The rights will apply to authors of all
literary, artistic, dramatic and musical
works and authors of cinematograph
films. Authorsof cinematographfilms are
the principal director and the principal
producer of the film. The current Part IX
of the CopyrightAct containedprovisions
relating to the false attribution of works,
but did not require recognition or
attribution of authorship. Cinematograph
films were also not included.
Karen Gettens is a lawyer with the
Sydney offtce of Blake Da~vsonWaldron.
1 Asoutlined
in theRegulatory
Impact
Statement
- Options
to Lower
the Sound
Recording
Prices
for Consumers,
1997.
2 FromExplanatory Memorandum
to the
Copyright
Amendment
Bill (No.2)1997.

The Governmentis continuing to consult
to develop a consensus on a workable
waiver provision, and will resubmit a
moral rights regimeas a stand-alone bill
in approximately three months lime. The
Governmentheld a forum on the issue of
waiver of moral rights in Sydney on18
August 1998.
WHAT ARE MORAL RIGHTS
AND WHY DO WE
NEED THEM?
Moral fights are personal rights of the
author of a work, that are completely
independent of the author’s economic
rights, and continue to exist even after
the transfer of economicrights. Moral
rights include the right of the author to
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